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 My project began as an attempt to combine my interest in creative writing as well as 

printmaking. I originally intended to pursue writing a series of short stories and illustrating 

them in the style of Lynd Ward, an American printmaker influenced by German 

expressionism. I still want to carve and print woodcut illustrations. I also intended to 

handprint the lettering and bind the pages together into a complete book. The book would 

become a work of art in its own right instead of just the vehicle for the stories. 

By concentrating on the stories this semester, I believe I have made the second part 

of my original proposed project more possible. Editing these stories has allowed me to 

understand the story I have to tell. I think this will allow me to better illustrate my stories. 

With these completed stories, I plan to apply to residencies where I can pursue the 

printmaking component and book arts of my original idea. I consider the length of my 

stories in relation to what would be interesting the reader. With a one hundred word flash, 

three relatively short pieces, and an eleven page work, I would have a variety to work with 

in styles of imagery for illustrations. 

 Because I am new to the creative writing editing process, I learned a great deal 

about how a story can be altered, and just how much time goes into editing a piece. I 

struggled with my language often becomes painterly, understandably so as I am involved in 

the arts. When I started the project, I knew that I wanted to convey a moment and a feeling. 

Now I know how to take that moment and feeling and translate them into a scene with a 

plot. However, through the editing process I learned to pick and choose what details to 

share. This would allow me to trust my viewer/reader in their own image-making ability. 

By directing through helpful language, I learned that I enable the reader to comprehend my 

stories without drowning in my specific vision of what a scene looks like. 
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 When I consider story ideas, I like the idea of taking clichés storylines at their bare 

bones, and trying to find parallels within my own life. I would like to think I am above 

clichés in life, but I am still the Southern girl who has been flabbergasted and out of place in 

New York City. I have experienced the attention from a male professor, and taken shots I 

should not have. Once I find that parallel, I am able to see a reality that is affected by 

different personalities and histories. Clichés exist for a reason. By recognizing them within 

my own life and the lives of loved ones, I feel I am able to better pick out that kernel that 

makes it a story rather than the same tale we hear over and over again. 

 The clichés I find myself falling into are magical Southern realism, a breakup, a 

college party, the predator professor, and the post-WWII family unit. While varying when 

catalogued, they are held together as part of my family’s legacy, some of the stories more 

intimately my own. Instead of writing nonfiction, I chose to pursue fiction so I could play 

with the truth. By taking the foundation from a personal story, it created a strong basis for 

character and perceived change. The elements of my reality take it past the simple truth of 

cliché and into specific experiences. 

 Part of this process was examining my different experiences with culture, starting 

with my own family. My mother is a North Carolina born Southerner; my father grew up a 

Navy brat in the North. I grew up in Georgia which came with an affinity for saying “ya’ll” 

and elongating vowels. The natural divisions in my family have come from with the 

different voices and languages. As I travel these lines have begun to get stronger as I 

encounter Long Island accents and Midwestern accents. 

I am fluent in my mother’s drawl, able to adapt to its slow syllables. My father’s 

Northern accent has dulled to a neutrality in his attempt to fit in in the South. My 
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grandmother’s accent is at its base Italian, but her knowledge of many languages has 

twisted it into a conglomeration of Italian and Dutch. These are the voices I know the best. 

By travelling away from home to a Northern university, I’ve encountered the Long 

Island accent, New Jersey, and the one I note in my story “Ignoring Landmarks,” Queens. My 

fluency in the Southern accent has made it a flexible tool, but my perception of Northern 

accents is altered by misunderstandings of how words are shortened and the clipped 

syllables. These are the languages I want to better understand so I can expand my stories 

outside of myself. In my stories I struggle to convey the mentality I see associated with 

these different regions. I chose to pursue this in only two, the aforementioned story, and 

“To Hide a Mountain in a Volcano.” 

Accents act as natural dividing lines between different cultures. Because of this, they 

are also the tell-tale signs of where a person has come from. I attempt to adapt these 

languages to my characters because I want to attach to them an idea of their background as 

well as their natural environments. 

My pieces “Attempting Bohemia” and “Like Any Other Animal” are both set in the 

South. With living in the South comes an understanding of heat and sweat because for most 

of the year everyone is drenched in it. Heat can come with pain, anxiety, anger, and nervous 

energy. When your surroundings are already hot these emotions become accelerated. 

These experiences are so personal to me, that I wanted to convey these strong sensations 

so the reader can understand my emotional experience. By using sensory perception, I 

think I can better convey the state of mind of the character. 

After that, it seemed natural to write stories in which cultures clash, such as in 

“Ignoring Landmarks” and “To Hide a Volcano in a Mountain.” The breakup in “Ignoring 
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Landmarks” draws tension on language and hot and cold to further push the idea of 

separation. In “To Hide a Volcano in a Mountain” it becomes about a Northern soldier and 

his Italian war-brides differences. His use Morse code, her attempt at fluency and her 

decline into Italian are both examples of how the two of them have muted themselves after 

the war. I wanted to push this idea of natural culture divides where some aspect is muted. 

“Like Any Other Animal” and “To Hide a Volcano in a Mountain” act as companion 

pieces, the latter being a response to the former. They are the ones most far removed from 

my experience and are based off stories my parents told me of their childhoods. With this 

came a freedom to really carve out a story from small details. They also address different 

cultures: Northern college, Southern childhood, summer in New York City. I wanted to 

instill the magic with which a child sees their parents in both, but they were so divided by 

region, culture, as well as history. 

The poetic language in “Like Any Other Animal” is comprised of the Southern 

mother voice, one I know well, but I struggled to convey the same in “To Hide a Volcano in a 

Mountain” with the Italian woman and Northern soldier. For her poetry would mean 

fluency and in his brusque manner he has his Morse code, a language the young boy is not 

privy to but is accustomed to by ear, and his ritualized mantras about manhood. 

Both stories communicate the sanctity with which children see their parents, the 

need to see them as invincible. In “Like Any Other Animal” the children are convinced of 

their mother’s royalty, that they are exceptional creatures who need not consider 

consequences. Their belief leads to them getting physically hurt, to their mother’s honesty 

passed her story-making ability. 
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“To Hide a Volcano in a Mountain” demonstrates the boy seeing his father as a God, 

and once that God shows vulnerability, he seeks out a childish means to solve the problem. 

Throughout the story, especially with the father’s mantras, the idea of divinity is pushed. I 

wanted the father to even dismiss the idea of his own divinity so Bobby can watch the 

decline of strength. 

The vulnerability of youth exists in every piece as it demonstrates first 

acknowledgements of worldly flaws, of first encounters with true physical and emotional 

pain. However, I did not want this to become a dialogue about angst as much as I wanted it 

to be a reflective understanding of what that pain was at the time.  

In my pieces “Lily White,” “Attempting Bohemia,” and “Ignoring Landmarks,” I 

approach the age range I am still currently in. These stories are closer to reality, and 

examples of encounters that really push a person to comprehend their position in the 

world in accordance to the people around them. This includes peers and professors. 

However I believe tension to be the theme of all of my work. I find these elements in 

nuclear families, in young curiosity, in learning the behavior of your peers. My goal in 

creating tension started as a desire to make the reader feel and comprehend a moment in 

time. I think affecting the reader is a great means of bringing them into your story. Tension 

is also a great motivator to turn the page and promote interest in subject matter. 

Where both “Like Any Other Animal” and “To Hide a Volcano in a Mountain” deal 

with tension among family, it also derives tension from children’s comprehension of the 

fallible nature of themselves and their parents. The parents shown in each story are very 

different, but all are held on pedestals until the children are motivated by personal pain. A 

child’s viewpoint allows for introduction of situations that deny the reader’s assumptions 
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of a situation in a way that resembles the denial of the children’s assumptions of theirs and 

their families’ invincibility. 

The other pieces confront an early twenty-something’s exploration of social norms 

and how to proceed through entering adulthood. Do you adopt your peers actions, or 

conform to ideas of womanhood seen in the media? Instead of having a girl interact with 

her self esteem, I took situations from my own life where I have had to confront these ideas 

head on among others: getting involved with a potentially dangerous situation with a 

professor because it made me feel attractive. There is a struggle of reflection on action 

already occurring while also understanding that choices eventually have to made with a 

responsibility for action. 

I could easily see this series of stories being extended in the future and carried 

through towards a complete art piece. The works are connected through my reality as well 

as my fabrications to make them relatable and interesting works. By outreaching the hand 

of my own truth to the reader, I hope they will come to reflect on their own. 
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Lily White 

 

 

 The room is hazy like a dream. Dancers float on pills and vodka. Lily envies the slight 

girl who looks like a child and dances like a woman. Boys with eyes like pale marbles prowl 

the room and advance towards her jerking hips. She throws her blonde hair back when she 

laughs at their groping hands. One boy sees Lily, smiles a lazy line of white teeth. Lily’s 

stomach twists. She pushes through writhing bodies, finds the kitchen. A shot is handed to 

her like a trophy for participation, and she burns away the sight of the girl’s loose neck. 
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Attempting Bohemia 

 

 

She crosses her legs, and the gaudy green couch squeaks. The gilded arch of the 

couch bites into her bare neck, and she wants to take her hair down, but, no, he likes her 

thick curls. When she met him, she was fresh out of her sophomore year in art school in 

New York. The summer sun had emboldened her to venture out on a Saturday night. She 

hovered outside the bar he was working as a doorman downtown next to the local 

university.  When she let him wrap one curl around his finger, he let her into the bar 

without an I.D. and with a wink.  

 She ended the night warm with laughter, stumbling outside into the night air. He 

had smiled white teeth at her from around his cigarette, and said, “Ah the one with the hair, 

like Lady Godiva.” She laughed and talked of Botticelli’s Venus, and his cigarette left a 

romantic trail in the air. He rubbed his bearded cheek against hers, rosy with cheap beer, 

and he cooed into her ear that he was an art professor. He took her face into his palms and 

asked for her face, for her eyelashes, her jaw. Floating on cheap beer, she had giggled, 

nodding as he invited her to his apartment the next day. 

 The Southern morning sun creeps along the floor of the small apartment as the open 

door lets in a spare breeze. Sweat clings to her side. She squints in the white light of the 

umbrella lamp, artificial and harsh against her skin where she sits. The couch’s faux velvet 

scratches the fresh sunburn on her thighs. She wishes her shorts were longer.  

The camera lens glints at her. The stocky older man looks large next to the 

makeshift tripod. In the light of day the gray of his beard looks less earned, his bottom lip 
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thrust out in constant state of petulance. She twists her frame, creating odd angles to mimic 

the poses she sees in magazines. The camera flashes, and she flinches. The man adjusts his 

trendy thick-framed glasses and kicks through trash on his floor. He comes back with a 

polyester tie gripped in thick fingers. 

He holds it out like an offering. “I’ve got this idea. What if we have you on the couch, 

but then you have this tie in your mouth.” Gesticulating wildly, the tie flaps like a flag. 

 “Wait, why?” she asks, brow furrowing. Taking the tie from him, she runs a finger 

over its rough grain. Its wide stitches and gaudy colors read of his fruitless attempts at 

professionalism. 

His sigh is heavy and dramatic, his entire body sagging with its weight. “It would just 

be like this,” he says, thick fingers pushing the bulk of the tie into his mouth. It hangs out, 

limp, and she wrinkles her nose in distaste. When he pulls the tie out, a string of spittle 

connects to it, snaps, and falls into his graying beard. She sits there, twenty and aching for 

nineteen. No one expects anything from a nineteen-year-old girl. “You don’t think that 

could be cool?” 

 She fidgets on a melodramatic couch in a small sweaty apartment that smells like 

spoiled food, she shakes her head, cursing under her breath. The apartment is empty of the 

sage art professor bohemia she expected, of paintings and aesthetically haphazard 

tapestries. She does not feel feminine or beautiful under his eyes as they follow her every 

move. His flea-ridden dog rests his head on her knee, a fly buzzing around its rheumy eyes. 

She is grossly sober. 

“No,” she says as she hands the tie back. “I don’t feel comfortable.” 
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Running a hand down his face, he groans, “Oh c’mon! It would be like you were 

vomiting this masculine energy, ya know?” 

 She looks away focusing on the piles of magazines in the corner. “I just don’t want to 

put that in my mouth,” she murmurs and shrugs. Her bare toes curl against the grimy 

carpet. 

 He huffs, throws his hands up in the air, “Fine! You don’t have to. Christ, I’m not 

going to force you. I mean, fuck, you said you were an art student.”  

 “I’m going to change.” 

 “Fine,” but she is already in the extra room, his painting studio. She slips her socks 

on, covers her orange painted toes. Her sneakers go on like armor.  
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Ignoring Landmarks 

 

 

 Her thighs were suctioned to the plastic seat with sweat. Every time the bus hit a 

pothole, she bumped shoulders with him, knocking into his hand where it dangled on her 

shoulder. His old watch wagged by her ear, ticking. 

 “I thought you said we’d be there by now,” she said. 

 “We’re closer, just a bit more. Then you can shower before we go to dinner.” 

 She winced, but nodded. She felt a childish urge to sneak a smell at her armpit. “And 

after dinner the airport?” 

 “Yep.” He yawned, stubble stretching over his jaw. He looked older and more tired 

than twenty. “And after the airport you’ll be home.” 

She wanted to rest her head on his shoulder, but he said her jaw always hurt him. 

Past his profile outside the window in the bleached, sunny day, the buildings looked like 

naked lumps of concrete. Manhattan had seemed like an emerald city compared to the 

lonely strip malls of Queens where his parents lived, a beige city with weakly flickering 

neon lights. The concrete radiated a sickly sweet heat of asphalt and oil.  Rain drizzled 

down, steaming when it hit the ground. When she thought of back home where the accents 

were slower and even the swamps were bright with color, his arm seemed heavier, like he 

had taken in the weight of concrete. 

The bus was blasting its air conditioning, but inside the press of wobbling bodies 

perpetuated the summer heat. She lifted her head higher so the cool air might swipe over 

her forehead. Above her the yellow wire swayed a tremulous rhythm. Passengers would 

reach up their hands, exposing vulnerable underarms, and pull the wire taut like a vein. 
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When the bus chimed and settled to a stop, she envied the people who stepped down and 

knew their way. She liked their solid steps, the narrow focus of their gaze. 

 “Don’t forget to tell me when to pull it,” she said. She wondered if he could hear the 

watch ticking, if it really was speeding up like a bomb threat in a bad movie. 

 “Yeah, yeah, I know,” he murmured, giving her a small smile. He pressed a kiss 

against her temple. His lips felt humid. “We’ve still got like ten minutes til’ we’re even 

close.” 

 Her hands toyed with the heavy bookbag on her lap. Jagged short nails pinched at 

the straps, at the skin on her arms, leaving red tracks down her skin like tick marks. He 

watched her, his full lips curving into a grimace. 

 “I don’t know when I’ll ever have the chance to, you know?” Her words sounded 

young and sour, even to her. Pulling the wire, feeling that tug on the bus’s system, just 

seemed like so much power. To get anywhere back home you had to have a car. Here, she 

could say when. But this was his neighborhood. She watched his profile, the attentive gaze 

on the landmarks, the reluctant posture of his arm around her shoulders. Squirming, she 

tried to settle deeper in her seat, take in the weight of him. His arm felt slippery against the 

back of her neck, like all it would take was one bump on the road for it to slide off, useless. 

 “Stop scratching yourself,” he murmured. “Geez, don’t hurt yourself.” 

 “I’m sorry, I just-. I can’t imagine going home but it sounds right to go, ya know?” 

 “You’re exaggerating your accent, just calm down.” He shrugged, and she frowned, 

staring at his furrowed bow, the way he looked around with eyes too bright in the dull 

summer day. She remembered how in middle school science they told her that work is 

equal to force times distance. 

 “Am I embarrassing you?” 
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 He looked at her, met her eyes, and nudged her chin with his forefinger. She 

wondered if her chin was sharp enough to pierce his calloused skin. “No, no, of course not. 

It’s just weird when you do that, when you sound like that. When you don’t sound like you 

anymore.” 

 “You’ve never even heard me at my home. I’ve seen yours, heard those thick vowels 

and nasal A’s when you talk sometimes,” she mumbled, picking at the dirt under her nails. 

She could never get them clean.  

He frowned. “It’s not nasal. It’s normal. I thought you liked it here.” 

 The window was dirty, her seat was dirty. Travelling had ingrained itself in her, like 

this noisy congestion of people and dirt had become tangled in her hair. They were pressed 

thigh to shoulder, his arm hair sticky with sweat against her side. When she saw the bare 

short trees waving weak limbs, she wondered if the sycamores back home had grown their 

large laughing leaves. She missed the dry red clay of home rather than the rain that dripped 

from this sky in long, lingering drops.  

 “I do! I do. I like your mom, both your parents. I like you.” 

When he met her gaze, his smile looked pinched, out of practice. His watch 

whispered in her ear, each tick, tick, tick, thrumming with her pulse. Brushing past her, he 

reached up and pulled the bus’s yellow vein. The electronic bell wheezed. The bus pulled 

over to the corner, settled in with a moan. She swiveled her head to look at him. “You didn’t 

tell me!” 

 Standing over her, his waning smile pulled at his cheeks. “Maybe next time. You 

should’ve been watching.” 
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She climbed out after him, watching his back as he walked ahead of her. He looked 

back and frowned at where she hovered. He called out to her, but all she could hear was the 

sound of rain falling on metal. 
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Like Any Other Animal 

 

 

 My brother and I would race down the street to the basketball blacktop, our mama 

trailing behind with her big straw hat on, like one of them golden halos you see in the 

stained glass at church. We’d make a competition out of anything, even when the asphalt 

there was hot as volcanic rock under our bare feet. Mama always yelled at us, saying we 

were gonna burn our feet off, that parasites were gonna slide into the scratches on our 

soles and bury themselves in our stomachs. It was my brother’s and my game though. We’d 

stand on the blacktop and jump from foot to foot like leather-skinned grasshoppers. 

Whoever lasted the longest was the winner. After, our feet were thick with dirty calluses 

from the asphalt and Georgia clay, and Mama scrubbed em at night as we sat in browning 

bathwater. 

 Mama always told us the same story about growin up in North Carolina. Back when 

she was young, she would say, and we would cry, but Mama you’re beautiful! But Mama 

you’re hair is as black and shiny as a crow’s feather! Oh, you two hush, she always said, but 

she would preen and wipe that sweat from her upper lip with a red lacquered fingertip. My 

brother and I looked to her like she were a goddess in her pink gingham apron. 

 When she was young in North Carolina, she and her girlfriends wanted to be grown 

women, she’d tell us, our ankles held tightly in her hand, the scrub-brush in the other. So of 

course, when summer sun bore down on them like their relentless mothers telling them, 

the tar would get so hot it stuck to their shoes. They’d find the perfect set of matching 

rocks, thunk them down into that tar, and then pull them until the tar pulled off onto the 
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rock like molasses. Each girl would stick these stones to the heel of her oxfords, and walk 

about in her new heels. Now Mama always found the best stones, the ones that shone clear 

with veins of purple crystal through them. While the other girls would strut about in any 

old piece of granite, our mama walked on diamonds. 

She was our queen and we were her jesters tripping before her and our attempts to 

be like her, to raise our heads that high. When my brother and I danced on the black top, 

the sun gave us gilded crowns of blazing heat. He would try to steal a strand of my hair 

cause mine’s dark like our mama’s. One day when he reached I stumbled out of his grasp, 

tripping over a rock. He picked up the stone and held it up for me to see. 

“See? See the purple. Like royalty, Mama says,” he said. We fell to our hands and 

knees and dug into the red clay. The dust burrowed into our hands and pieces of white 

quartz with pale purple hearts shined out at us. The corner of the blacktop, with the old 

exposed edges of tar, winked its black eyes at us. “Do it,” I said. 

“I dunno,” but he was already choosing his two stones. 

“C’mon, at the same time, like Mama did,” I said. We pressed the stones into the tar, 

and gazed bewildered at the tough chords of black goo that clung to the crystals. “Quick! Git 

it onto your heels ‘for it dries!” 

We scrambled onto our little butts, our legs up in the air like bad contortionists and 

on the count of three, pressed the black ends into our heels. That night, he and I would 

whisper across our beds, wondering why it didn’t hurt right away. That maybe the tar was 

an acid and it had to eat through our calluses or something. But the heat the tar felt like a 

hot snake biting through our skin. When he and I cried out, trying to scramble away from 
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our own feet, I could barely hear my mother yelling for us until she was there, her strong 

hands on our ankles. 

“You damn fools, you damn fools,” she chanted as she pulled the stones off and we 

dissolved into useless piles of snot and tears and sweat and blood. “On your damn bare feet. 

Gotta protect your damn soles. We ain’t royalty out here. You need these feet like any other 

animal.” 

That night she wrapped our feet in salves and cotton, put whiskey in our chamomile 

tea. “When I was young,” she said. 

“No, Mama, you’re beautiful! Your hair’s as black as a crow’s feather!” 

She laughed, but there was no sweat in the fine hairs of her upper lip. “No, babies, 

when I was young, I melted holes through all my shoes so I could walk on diamonds. When 

the summer droughts were done, the rain would fall like God’s grief, and my shoes and 

socks soaked up his tears like a sea sponge. I came home one day crying to my own mama. 

My feet had dried up like old prunes from all that wetness and oh they ached, babies. And 

my mama said, ‘Missy, that’s what you get for trying to walk on diamonds when God gave 

you quartz.’” 

I fell asleep that night thinking about her feet and how the rain that wrinkled the 

thick bottoms of her feet would have soothed where my heels were scalded raw. 
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To Hide a Volcano in a Mountain  

 

 

Bobby’s father sat at the kitchen table like a sentry. When Bobby looked at him, it 

was his hands tapping that betrayed the conflict that never reached his dark eyes. His 

father’s hands were large, the kind of hands that could span the crown of Bobby’s head 

with little effort. They were thick with calluses, like a sheath of armor coating his skin. His 

pronounced knuckles plateaued like hills stepped on by God. The radio shouted about the 

Yankees and Red Sox. His clean shaven jaw would clench, his brow would furrow, and his 

finger would tap out Morse code, dragging the pad of his finger against the hardwood. He 

worried the wood so much there was a stain on the table. Tap tap. Tap tap tap tap. Tap tap 

tap. Drag. Shit. 

Bobby’s mother frowned. “Tim, would you stop tapping those words into our nice 

table?”  

“These players are nothing compared to the greats! DiMaggio’s running after that 

Marilyn Monroe girl, but he’s one of your people, Simona, so what would you expect. Lefty 

Grove, now there was a pitcher! Bobby doesn’t understand anyway, do you, boy? Would 

you rather I say them?” Tim muttered, voice brusque and deep from years of cigarettes in 

the trenches.  

Bobby shook his head and watched the flex of his father’s hand. His calluses 

stretched tight on the back of his hand, the tendons thriving under thick, hairy skin. 

“He better not.” She dried her hands on her apron primly, mouth drawn in a thin 

line. She reached out a hand to Bobby. “Come now, Bobino, to bed.” 
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 “Do you think I’ll grow big like Dad?” he asked, climbing into his bed. Bobby already 

stood to her shoulder at nine years old, and he liked the way his father’s lips turned when 

he saw him standing next to her. 

 “Bobino, you will grow-“ 

 “Like the mountains? I want to be a mountain, tall and strong, like Dad,” he said. “I 

want hair, lots of it!, on my chest. I want boulders for biceps and I want my head to break 

the clouds.” 

 She ran her hands through his hair, dark hair like hers, but warm with his father’s 

Irish blood. “Listen, Bobino, you are your father’s son. Whether you are a hill or a mountain, 

a rose bush or a tree, you will always look at the world with his eyes. Now, your father has 

his feet buried in the ground up to his ankles. But a tree travels through its roots, 

outstretches its fingers through the plains of this earth. Mountains often hide volcanoes in 

their roots.” 

 She laid a kiss on his forehead, and he fell asleep to dreams of mountains with big 

hairy feet and lava pouring from their mouths. 

 The next day the air was cold with early winter, and he hopped from foot to foot, 

thin ice snapping beneath his feet in the underbrush. The pond’s surface was faceted with 

melting islands of ice, the current carrying them in aimless circles. He sat on a boulder by 

its edge, chasing the ice with the tip of his sneaker. Watching the ice dip down before 

bobbing up to the surface, Bobby toyed with how hard he could push it so it would shoot up 

from the water. With a grand shove of his foot, he slipped down the boulder, shoe plunging 

into the ice. One foot deep in mud, he pulled himself out. The mire released him with a thick 

sucking noise. He stood, dismally looking down at the mess of green and brown clinging to 
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his pants. When he stumbled into the kitchen, shoes squeaking on the linoleum floor, 

Simona’s look of dismay was enough to make him hang his head. 

 Simona surveyed his clothes and the path of brown footsteps. The front door 

slammed, and she started, looking out as though she could see through the kitchen walls. 

“Take those shoes off. Come now. Go wash your hands. Go.” 

 Bobby obeyed, scrubbing dirt out from his fingernails, wiping them dry on his pants. 

Dashing back, he peered out around the door, looking at his father, his mother pulling the 

suit jacket off his tired shoulders. 

 “Where’s Bobby.” It was never a question as much as a declaration of intent. His 

father sat at the head of the dinner table, brown eyes sweeping over the room. He caught 

Bobby’s gaze, beckoned him forward with a tilt of his head. “What is this. Why are your 

pants dirty.” 

 Bobby stayed out of reach, chin pressed to his collarbones. He could see the grass 

stains marring his knees, the vibrant green on blue jeans. 

 “Boy, I asked you why your pants are dirty.” 

 “Bobby was just-“ 

 “Let the boy speak for himself. Head up, boy, head up.” 

 His mother was folding the dishtowel, pinching the edges and refolding it, pinching 

red lips together. Bobby looked at his father, the wear of sunburn on his brow, the sweat 

staining the collar of his shirt, a stain he was sure he would see his mother worrying away 

at in the middle of the night. She would stand there in her full nightgown, her thin body 

highlighted by moonlight. Whenever she caught him staring at her, she would grab his 
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wrist and drag him back to his room, whispering fervent Italian at him as though he could 

understand her. 

 “I was in the woods, just playing at the pond,” he murmured. 

 “I can’t hear you, boy,” his father said. 

 “I was in the woods!” Bobby said. 

 “And I was at work while you were ruining the good clothes I put on your back.” 

 “It’s just-“ 

 “What.” 

 “Nothing, sir.” 

 “We Murphy men don’t whisper. We declare. If you don’t want your words heard, 

then keep your mouth shut, do you understand. Now speak.” 

 Bobby took a deep breath, let it fill out his chest. He hoped it would broaden his 

shoulders. He wrung his hands at the wrist, but looked up to meet Tim’s eyes. Indignation 

burrowed deep in his little chest, and his words swelled out of him, tumbling after each 

other in their race out. “Well, what do you want me to wear then?” 

 His father’s face grew red, and his fingers rattled across the table. Tap tap drag tap. 

Tap tap drag. Drag tap drag tap. Drag tap drag. Fuck. Simona paused her refolding, looked 

over at them with wide eyes, her back pin straight. Bobby balanced on the balls of his feet 

so at any moment he could run. The man stood, rising like the sun over them, his red face 

high in the air. 

 “Bring me my belt.” 

 “Tim, no!” Simona began, but he raised a hand and her head dropped, eyes dark. 
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 “Bobby. Son. Bring me my belt,” Tim said. He stood ramrod straight, muscles tight 

like a snake coiled and ready. 

 Bobby found himself in his father’s closet as though his feet had moved on 

automatic. He looked at the belts hanging there, thick and thin, patent and leather. His hand 

moved to a thin one, but he knew the disappointment in his father’s eyes would hurt more. 

He arrived back in the kitchen, the thickest, longest belt in hand. When he presented it to 

him, he looked up into his father’s eyes, the same color as his own. His father spread the 

belt between two hands, caressing the leather as it slid between his fingers. His nod was 

the only kind recognition he received before the belt was folded between his father’s 

fingers. Bobby had barely taken a breath before pain raced up his spine. He cried out. 

 “Murphy men faces pain in day to day life without fear,” Tim said, and Bobby bit his 

lip, dug his new front teeth in deep and choked on his sobs. 

When his father was finished, all Bobby saw was the wide expanse of his back 

curved under the weight of broad shoulders. Through his tears, Bobby saw the back of his 

father’s neck, one lock of hair growing out of his military cut. It cleaved his neck in two, like 

a river snaking through sunburn to curl at the base of that stained collar. That flesh for all 

its sinew and muscle looked so vulnerable through the haze of Bobby’s tears that he looked 

away. 

 He fell asleep with a frozen steak pressed against his bum. When he woke up in the 

morning, his legs felt moist and he grew frantic at the idea of pissing himself in his sleep. 

The coverlet fell to the floor, and he looked to see thin red fluid running in lethargic rivulets 

down his legs. A wet, bloody circle lay between his legs, the steak slick and shining beside 

it. Kicking away from the carnage, his body cried out in pain. He slid out of bed on his belly, 
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dissolving into a puddle of weak limbs on the floor, staring down at the drying veins on his 

legs. 

Heavy steps stopped by his door and rain thundered on the roof. Ta-ta-ta, sh-sh-sh, 

sh-ta, said the door, and the rain beat an accompanying tattoo. Ta-ta-ta, sh-sh-sh, sh-ta. Son. 

Behind the door is a white box sparsely decorated with the image of a long, industrial Navy 

ship. A note was laid on top of the box. After dinner, it read in his father’s uniform 

handwriting.  

The day was a blur of chores and pain, of the rain muttering down to him. With a 

ginger care new to his clumsy hands, he arranged the contents of the box on the coffee 

table. Inside was a variety of parts in small bags, tiny screws and a screwdriver next to 

tubes of paint and planes of white plastic. He lay them out carefully, arranging them in a 

perfect grid of items befit the ceremony of production. When he heard the front door open, 

he stood by the table, his spine mimicking the geometry. Tim looked at the table first, saw 

the precision, Bobby’s posture, and nodded. 

Tim sat on the couch, Bobby on his knees at his side, looking up at him like a 

hunter’s best beagle. Tim peered through his glasses at the parts. The pieces were dwarfed 

in his palms, and the tweezers looked like a giant’s plaything between his fingers. Bobby 

passed pieces when asked, watching with wary, attentive eyes. 

 “I was on one of these ships in the war. It’s an amphibious assault ship, same kind 

that was at Pearl Harbor before they sent me to Italy.” 

 Bobby looked up, surprised. He passed the screwdriver, held his breath. 

 “That’s where I met your mother. Hitler had shoved Mussolini out of power, and she 

ran between bunkers, giving food and water to soldiers.” Tim paused, lowered the pieces of 
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the ship, looking at the dismembered ship. He turned that focused gaze on Bobby, eyes 

tracing the curve of his cheek, the childish slope of his nose. “I’m not proud of what war 

made me do, Bobby. But a man in war is a man who thinks he can transcend humanity. To 

take away life does not make you a God. Give that life back.” 

 “But you can’t,” Bobby said. 

 Tim kept his steady gaze on him. “No, son, you can’t. To be a man is to take action. To 

be a Murphy man, like you and I, is to have an awareness that we own that action and its 

consequences. You are never too good to fail, are never a God among men. I’m not proud of 

what I did, but it all is mine, and mine alone.”  

Bobby frowned, but nodded, passed the hull of the ship to his father. Looking at the 

plateaus of his father’s knuckles, he wondered where they had been. 

 When the boat was assembled it sat on their coffee table, looking dangerously out of 

place among the domesticity. Bobby leaned on the coffeetable, resting his chin on his palms. 

Even as Tim left to go get his nightly scotch, Bobby sat there with his face so close to it, his 

nose brushed it with each breath. He imagined his father standing there in his Navy whites, 

tall and strong, a saber at his side, a great pistol to his other. How could any of the Axis dare 

to touch him?  

 The boat sat on the mantel next to the few family photos his father and mother had. 

Simona’s boasted rich Italian landscape and dark heads of hair, where his father’s were 

alight with light hair and a haze of freckles. Between them the boat sat to connect the dots 

of family and friends and the threatening edge of war. When Bobby looked up at the ship, it 

felt like a mockery of familial lines. 
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 Sometimes he would catch his mother sitting there, staring at it with a frown 

marring her face. When she caught Bobby looking, Simona pressed a pale pink lacquered 

fingertip to her brow, massaging her temple.  

“When your father proposed, a girl I knew gave me red nail polish. It made me feel 

beautiful. When my mother found me, she scrubbed it off my finger tips until my skin was 

raw and my cuticles were bloody. She gave me a light color, like this one, almost my skin 

tone, you see? I was to marry an American soldier, but she wanted to remind me that I was 

just a girl from a small village. Not some American harlot on the movie screen with her dark 

lips and dark nails.” 

“I saw your father’s ship, just like this one. I saw the steel and wires, but I also saw 

the amputated and the sickly in the trenches. After so much, I didn’t care for red nails 

either,” she said. She stood and wiped the imprint of her heels from the carpet floor.  

“I haven’t spoken to my mother since that day,” she murmured. Bobby thought his 

mother looked far away. After she left the living room, there was no trace she had ever 

been there. 

Every day the ship sat there. Every day he would watch his mother and father pause 

in front of it as though compelled. No kind nostalgia ever touched their faces, only the 

heavy weight of regret. It was like a shroud had passed over his house. It lay heavy on his 

father’s brow, in the recline of his shoulders. His fingers dashed across the table with 

greater ferocity. At night, Bobby could hear Tim’s grumbling, would peak out to see him 

pacing before the mantel, looking small and frantic in his striped pajamas. Simona had 

taken to scrubbing the dishes when the moon was falling from the sky, singing Italian 

hymns under her breath. 
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In the morning he caught a rare sight of the two sitting outside the kitchen door, 

smoke curling by the glass. He thought they looked like a Marlboro ad, his petite mother 

with her thin ankles dangling, his father’s broad shoulders sharp against the lazy sift of 

smoke though morning air. But Tim’s mouth was moving too fast, and Simona watched him, 

dark bags under her almond eyes, passed him her cigarette. He took it between his thick 

fingers, but only waved it around with wild gesticulations. Standing suddenly, his chair 

pushed back with a loud screech, making Bobby duck away from the window. He glanced 

out again, saw Simona tucking the cigarette between Tim’s thin lips. Bobby thought it 

looked like a kiss. 

He woke early one Sunday morning to the sound of Tim yelling, a terrible, fearful 

cry. Bobby dressed timidly into his Sunday best, and peered out into the hallway. Simona 

dashed by in her dressing gown, a bottle of amber liquid in hand.  

“Mom?” Bobby’s voice barely rose above the din of masculine sobs.  

Simona looked back, her hair a storm of dark curls about her ragged expression. 

“Bobino, mio bambino, aspetta! Wait, go sleep, my boy. Your father just had a bad dream, 

this is all,” she said, her accent twisting her words in a way Bobby had never heard before. 

Tim’s voice shook the house like thunder, and she slipped into their bedroom, clutching the 

bottle to her chest.  

Bobby’s heart raced in his chest as he heard his mother cry out, “Tim, no!” 

“There was just so much and the bombs, the gas, Simona, the gas! And it was me, 

Simona! It was me, it was-“ 

 Bobby’s stomach felt like it had a heavy stone dragging him down. Tim voice fell and 

rose from the dull whine of broken man to terrible shout that pushed Bobby into action. He 
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dashed into the living room and looked up at the mantle where the ship rested like a 

beacon. Its plastic winked at him, its gleam perverse against his father’s shouts. Dragging it 

down, he dashed into the garage, picking up the first gas-can he saw, and he ran.  

He ran through the woods, tripping over dirty snow and rotting roots. Thorns 

ripped at his Sunday khakis, scratched their names on his arms as he clutched the boat 

tight to his chest. The gas-can in his fist slapped his side as he ran, the gasoline inside 

making a wallop as it splashed about. He broke through the trees into a gray patch of dead 

grass. The pond was the ugly green of still-water, sickly with old frozen plant life that had 

melted into limp piles along the edge. 

He moved at a frantic pace, trembling hands putting down the boat and gas-can so 

he could reach for his pant legs, rolling them up to knobby knees. Abandoning his socks and 

shoes, he approached the pond. His feet sank into thick, cold mud, ice scraping at 

vulnerable skin. He stepped into the water, cradling the boat, the can dangling from his 

fingers. 

 He rested the boat in the water like he was delivering Moses to escape the Pharaoh. 

No ancient grace embodied him as he struggled to unscrew the cap on the can. The gasoline 

splashed out over his pants front, over the boat and the water. The boat sat in a rotten 

rainbow smelling sickly sweet with pollution. 

 With the matches in hand, he stared at the boat, its long flat dock, its diminishing 

thresholds like the pyramids. It rested in the water, but each hard edge was a threat to the 

surrounding space, a whisper of war in every piece of plastic that imitated steel.  

 “You are not a God among man.”  
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He grazed the match against the flint, listening to the rasping sound. Ta-ta-sh-ta. Ta-

sh. Sh. Ta-ta-ta-ta. Ta. Ta-sh-ta. Father. The flame caught, and he watched it dance. 

 “Murphy men don’t whisper. We declare.” 

 Dropping the match onto the boat, he watched the fire travel over the plastic, 

clinging to the gasoline before melting holes into the boat. Like lava, the plastic spilled over 

onto itself, into the water where it cooled into loose lumps like flesh. Spirals of putrid 

smoke rose up like a miasma, seeping into Bobby’s pores, burying themselves in the skin of 

his lips. The fire ran across the surface of the water like a wild creature, jumping across the 

water. Bobby never knew fire could float. He wondered if Jesus left a trail of fire across the 

ocean, or if the soles of his feet were made of lava. 

 The flame licked at his shins from the border of the gasoline, and Bobby gave a cry 

as it swam up his pants leg. White hot heat ate at his khakis. He fell backwards into the 

pond. The fire on his pants died with a hiss, but his skin and the cloth had mingled into a 

new textile of fiber, skin, and blood. Bobby limped up the shore, dragging algae and dirt. He 

lay in the moss and mud, letting it cool on his skin even as his leg sizzled with the signature 

of fire. 

 The boat was unrecognizable in the middle of the pond. It had melted into 

unrecognizable pods of man-made islands. The smell of burnt plastic and flesh drifted over 

the pond, sour and startling among the green. Fire still clung to the surface of the water, 

dispersing smoke and aimlessly fighting its wet surroundings. 

 Bobby lay back down. The boat was gone, in pieces that could never be reassembled. 

His leg throbbed, but he could only hear his wheezing breath and the weak crackle of the 

lingering flames. 


